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A KSP for polarimetric Space-VLBI with RadioAstron

RadioAstron provides the first true full-
polarization capabilities for Space-VLBI.

Our goal is to develop, commission, and 
exploit the unprecedented high angular 
resolution polarization capabilities of 
RadioAstron to probe the innermost 
regions of AGN jets and their magnetic 
fields.

Goal

AO-1 Observations
Target Date Band Correlation
BL Lac 29 Sep. 2013 L Prelim.
BL Lac 11 Nov. 2013 K Yes
3C273 18 Jan. 2014 K No
3C279 10 March 2014 K No
OJ287 04 April 2014 K No
3C273 13 June 2014 L No

AO-2 Targets

• Observations proposed for 0716+714 (K-
band), 1633+382 (K-band), and 3C345 
(K and L-bands).

• Best uv-coverages for late 2014, early 
2015.



A KSP for polarimetric Space-VLBI with RadioAstron

First Polarimetric Test At L-band

First polarimetric test observations were 
performed on March 9, 2013 at L-band on 
0642+449 (GK047 proposal by Kovalev et al.)

This is a compact quasar at z=3.4 with a 
relatively flat spectrum and a total flux density 
of S=1.3 Jy at L-band, as measured from 
Effelsberg.

Low polarized source, with m=1.61±0.16%

A total of 12 antennas participated in the 
ground array: EF, JB, (ON), SH, TR, UR, NT, 
WB, HH, GB, and ZC.

Observations were carried out in two blocks 
one day apart. Long-baseline 1-hour session 
included EF, JB, WB and RA.

Long-baseline 
session



A KSP for polarimetric Space-VLBI with RadioAstron

First Polarimetric Test At L-band

First polarimetric test observations were 
performed on March 9, 2013 at L-band on 
0642+449 (GK047 proposal by Kovalev et al.)

This is a compact quasar at z=3.4 with a 
relatively flat spectrum and a total flux density 
of S=1.3 Jy at L-band, as measured from 
Effelsberg.

Low polarized source, with m=1.61±0.16%

A total of 12 antennas participated in the 
ground array: EF, JB, (ON), SH, TR, UR, NT, 
WB, HH, GB, and ZC.

Observations were carried out in two blocks 
one day apart. Long-baseline 1-hour session 
included EF, JB, WB and RA.

Ground-space baseline detections up to 6 
DEarth.

6 DEarth



A KSP for polarimetric Space-VLBI with RadioAstron

First Polarimetric Test At L-band Ant   1 = EF       BX=  4033947.2566 BY=   486990.7913 BZ=  4900430.9950
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  0.0130 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0256, -136.5    0.0228,  -47.3
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0310, -138.4    0.0243,  -29.0
 
Ant   2 = JB       BX=  3822625.8509 BY=  -154105.3745 BZ=  5086486.1905
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  0.0000 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0126,   -6.1    0.0353,  122.0
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0075,  159.5    0.0433,  115.9
 
Ant   3 = ON       BX=  3370965.9082 BY=   711466.2036 BZ=  5349664.2021
Mount=EQUA  Axis offset=  2.1500 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0000,    0.0    0.0000,    0.0
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0000,    0.0    0.0000,    0.0
 
Ant   4 = RA       BX=  9999999.0000 BY=  9999999.0000 BZ=  9999999.0000
Mount=ORBI  Axis offset=  0.0000 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0685,  -64.5    0.0819, -116.1
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0701,  -64.6    0.0873, -116.2
 
Ant   5 = SH       BX= -2831687.3922 BY=  4675733.4890 BZ=  3275327.5026
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0020 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0421,   27.1    0.0263,  159.3
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0362,   23.9    0.0283,  134.8
 
Ant   6 = TR       BX=  3638558.2512 BY=  1221969.9859 BZ=  5077036.8816
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  0.0000 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0797,   13.6    0.0717,  160.2
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0871,   17.7    0.0760,  176.8
 
Ant   7 = UR       BX=   228310.2100 BY=  4631922.7617 BZ=  4367064.0710
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0040 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.1165,  124.7    0.0963, -157.6
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.1332,  148.3    0.1168, -121.0

Ant   8 = NT       BX=  4934562.8353 BY=  1321201.5494 BZ=  3806484.7375
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  1.8310 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0585,  101.3    0.0589,   25.3
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0531,   38.1    0.0536,  -35.5
 
Ant   9 = WB       BX=  3828445.4403 BY=   445223.8755 BZ=  5064921.7091
Mount=EQUA  Axis offset=  4.9500 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0259,   29.7    0.0089,  -47.6
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0196,   35.6    0.0070,  -14.8
 
Ant  10 = HH       BX=  5085442.7655 BY=  2668263.8046 BZ= -2768696.7456
Mount=EQUA  Axis offset=  6.6920 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.2170,    4.7    0.1988, -134.5
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.1807,   51.5    0.0953,  -65.2
 
Ant  11 = GB       BX=   882589.4212 BY= -4924872.3610 BZ=  3943729.4258
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0880 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0535,  101.5    0.0512,   80.7
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0480,   90.3    0.0354,  100.6
 
Ant  12 = ZC       BX=  3451207.5372 BY=  3060375.4274 BZ=  4391915.0620
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0080 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0803,   13.6    0.0523,  -68.4
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0952,   -0.4    0.0721,  -73.4

Ant   1 = EF       BX=  4033947.2566 BY=   486990.7913 BZ=  4900430.9950
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  0.0130 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0256, -136.5    0.0228,  -47.3
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0310, -138.4    0.0243,  -29.0
 
Ant   2 = JB       BX=  3822625.8509 BY=  -154105.3745 BZ=  5086486.1905
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  0.0000 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0126,   -6.1    0.0353,  122.0
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0075,  159.5    0.0433,  115.9
 
Ant   3 = ON       BX=  3370965.9082 BY=   711466.2036 BZ=  5349664.2021
Mount=EQUA  Axis offset=  2.1500 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0000,    0.0    0.0000,    0.0
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0000,    0.0    0.0000,    0.0
 
Ant   4 = RA       BX=  9999999.0000 BY=  9999999.0000 BZ=  9999999.0000
Mount=ORBI  Axis offset=  0.0000 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0685,  -64.5    0.0819, -116.1
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0701,  -64.6    0.0873, -116.2
 
Ant   5 = SH       BX= -2831687.3922 BY=  4675733.4890 BZ=  3275327.5026
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0020 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0421,   27.1    0.0263,  159.3
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0362,   23.9    0.0283,  134.8
 
Ant   6 = TR       BX=  3638558.2512 BY=  1221969.9859 BZ=  5077036.8816
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  0.0000 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0797,   13.6    0.0717,  160.2
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0871,   17.7    0.0760,  176.8
 
Ant   7 = UR       BX=   228310.2100 BY=  4631922.7617 BZ=  4367064.0710
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0040 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.1165,  124.7    0.0963, -157.6
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.1332,  148.3    0.1168, -121.0

Ant   8 = NT       BX=  4934562.8353 BY=  1321201.5494 BZ=  3806484.7375
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  1.8310 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0585,  101.3    0.0589,   25.3
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0531,   38.1    0.0536,  -35.5
 
Ant   9 = WB       BX=  3828445.4403 BY=   445223.8755 BZ=  5064921.7091
Mount=EQUA  Axis offset=  4.9500 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0259,   29.7    0.0089,  -47.6
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0196,   35.6    0.0070,  -14.8
 
Ant  10 = HH       BX=  5085442.7655 BY=  2668263.8046 BZ= -2768696.7456
Mount=EQUA  Axis offset=  6.6920 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.2170,    4.7    0.1988, -134.5
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.1807,   51.5    0.0953,  -65.2
 
Ant  11 = GB       BX=   882589.4212 BY= -4924872.3610 BZ=  3943729.4258
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0880 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0535,  101.5    0.0512,   80.7
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0480,   90.3    0.0354,  100.6
 
Ant  12 = ZC       BX=  3451207.5372 BY=  3060375.4274 BZ=  4391915.0620
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0080 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0803,   13.6    0.0523,  -68.4
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0952,   -0.4    0.0721,  -73.4

D-terms for RadioAstron are particularly 
consistent across IFs, and show an amplitude 
below 7% for RCP and below 8% for LCP.

Instrumental polarization (D-terms) are solved 
using AIPS’s task LPCAL, yielding a significant 
reduction in the polarization rms.

D-terms are found to be very consistent across 
the two IFs. Values below 10%, except for UR and 
HH.

Confirmation of RadioAstron polarization
capabilities at L-band



A KSP for polarimetric Space-VLBI with RadioAstron

First Polarimetric Test At L-band

Uniform weighting 
FWHM:  1.85x1.00 mas
5σ sensitivity: 1.0 mJy/beam

0642+449  — 9 March 2013

1.6 GHz FWHM: 1 mas

Contours show total intensity, color 
scale corresponds to polarized intensity 
and white bars indicate the EVPAs.

Absolute orientation of the EVPAs 
obta ined f rom compar ison wi th 
Efflesberg.



A KSP for polarimetric Space-VLBI with RadioAstron

First Science Observations

First science observations were performed on 
September 29, 2013.

BL Lac was observed at L-band, together with 
24 antennas on the ground array: SV, ZC, BD, 
EF, GB, WT, NT, TR, JD, ON, UR, KL, SH, EV 
and the VLBA.

Only a preliminary correlation has been 
obtained, with not fringes to some of the 
largest and most important antennas: GB, JB,  
EV, and KL.

Preliminary correlation includes 17 antennas: 
EF, BD, ON, SV, TR, UR, WB, ZC, SH, BR, FD, 
HN, NL, OV, PT, SC, and MK.

Simultaneous ground-only observations at C 
and X-bands.

BL Lac   L-band  — Sep. 29, 2013
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First Science Observations

First science observations were performed on 
September 29, 2013.

BL Lac was observed at L-band, together with 
24 antennas on the ground array: SV, ZC, BD, 
EF, GB, WT, NT, TR, JD, ON, UR, KL, SH, EV 
and the VLBA.

Only a preliminary correlation has been 
obtained, with not fringes to some of the 
largest and most important antennas: GB, JB,  
EV, and KL.

Preliminary correlation includes 17 antennas: 
EF, BD, ON, SV, TR, UR, WB, ZC, SH, BR, FD, 
HN, NL, OV, PT, SC, and MK.

Simultaneous ground-only observations at C 
and X-bands.

Ground-space baseline detections up to 6.9 
DEarth.

BL Lac   L-band  — Sep. 29, 2013

6.9 DEarth



A KSP for polarimetric Space-VLBI with RadioAstron

First Science Observations

Achieved angular resolution:
   FWHM:  3.53x0.40 mas
5σ sensitivity:
   4     mJy/beam in Total
   7.5  mJy/beam in Polarization
Recovered 4.84 Jy of 5.2 Jy (Effelsberg)

Total intensity image shows three 
different components, while polarization 
shows a single component with EVPAs in 
the direction of the jet.

Calibration of the EVPAs through 
comparison with Effelsberg.

BL Lac  — Sep. 29, 2013

Preliminar image

1.6 GHz

FWHM: 0.4 mas
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First Science Observations at K-band

First science observations at 22 GHz were 
performed on November 11, 2013.

BL Lac was observed together with 26 
antennas on the ground array: EF, YS, JD2, 
ON, NT, TR, MH, SV, ZC, MC, BD, KVN, SH, 
UR, and the VLBA.

Due to technical problems data was lost at FD, 
SC, YS, JB, TR, KVN (3), SH, and UR. A total 
of 16 antennas correlated, of which MC and 
BD contained bad data and were edited out.

BL Lac  K-band  — Nov. 11, 2013



A KSP for polarimetric Space-VLBI with RadioAstron

First Science Observations at K-band

BL Lac  K-band  — Nov. 11, 2013

Ground-space baseline detections up to 5 DEarth.

Experiment scheduled to extent up to a 
maximum of 11.5 DEarth, but no fringes have 
been obtained after EF stopped observing.

5 DEarth

First science observations at 22 GHz were 
performed on November 11, 2013.

BL Lac was observed together with 26 
antennas on the ground array: EF, YS, JD2, 
ON, NT, TR, MH, SV, ZC, MC, BD, KVN, SH, 
UR, and the VLBA.

Due to technical problems data was lost at FD, 
SC, YS, JB, TR, KVN (3), SH, and UR. A total 
of 16 antennas correlated, of which MC and 
BD contained bad data and were edited out.



A KSP for polarimetric Space-VLBI with RadioAstron

First Science Observations at K-band

Instrumental polarization (D-terms) are solved 
using AIPS’s task LPCAL on BL Lac, yielding very 
consistent results across the two IFs.

Ant   1 = BR       BX= -2112065.2172 BY= -3705356.5012 BZ=  4726813.6637
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1290 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0064,  -80.8    0.0124,   -8.1
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0070,  -74.6    0.0099,   12.2
 
Ant   2 = EF       BX=  4033947.2477 BY=   486990.8022 BZ=  4900431.0021
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  0.0130 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.1075, -167.8    0.0816,  -58.6
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.1018, -172.5    0.0773,  -67.9
 
Ant   3 = HN       BX=  1446374.8529 BY= -4447939.6746 BZ=  4322306.1822
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1300 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0251,   82.1    0.0123,  166.2
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0266,   62.9    0.0100,  145.6
 
Ant   4 = KP       BX= -1995678.8518 BY= -5037317.6923 BZ=  3357328.0133
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1310 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0147,  116.9    0.0071, -117.7
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0140,  108.3    0.0098, -159.9
 
Ant   5 = LA       BX= -1449752.5943 BY= -4975298.5702 BZ=  3709123.8339
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1310 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0179, -145.4    0.0062,  -25.2
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0180, -155.0    0.0022,  -32.7
 
Ant   6 = NL       BX=  -130872.5110 BY= -4762317.0886 BZ=  4226850.9930
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1300 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0240, -108.2    0.0363,  -25.8
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0201,  -94.3    0.0364,  -26.8
 
Ant   7 = OV       BX= -2409150.4168 BY= -4478573.1104 BZ=  3838617.3305
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1300 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0113,   39.8    0.0192,   79.6
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0117,   14.1    0.0221,   73.8
 
Ant   8 = PT       BX= -1640953.9498 BY= -5014816.0207 BZ=  3575411.7781
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1370 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0112,  170.8    0.0143,   10.7
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0103,  174.1    0.0111,   19.0

Ant   9 = MH       BX=  2892584.8330 BY=  1311715.6078 BZ=  5512640.1600
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0020 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0292,  160.6    0.0659,   31.6
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0398,  143.2    0.0438,   10.3
 
Ant  10 = ON       BX=  3370605.7892 BY=   711917.7337 BZ=  5349830.9127
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0080 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0329, -129.5    0.0482,  -28.2
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0316, -121.8    0.0464,  -28.0
 
Ant  11 = SV       BX=  2730173.6569 BY=  1562442.8028 BZ=  5529969.1538
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0070 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0446,  110.8    0.0363,   66.1
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0448,  114.0    0.0381,   66.4
 
Ant  12 = ZC       BX=  3451207.5231 BY=  3060375.4371 BZ=  4391915.0684
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0080 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0644,   91.2    0.0834, -109.7
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0820,   48.4    0.0677, -116.0
 
Ant  13 = MC       BX=  4461369.6800 BY=   919597.1425 BZ=  4449559.3934
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  1.8270 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0000,    0.0    0.0000,    0.0
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0000,    0.0    0.0000,    0.0
 
Ant  14 = MK       BX= -5464075.1933 BY= -2495248.0494 BZ=  2148297.3837
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1340 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0192, -138.5    0.0314,  -58.8
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0158, -122.4    0.0347,  -58.5
 
Ant  15 = RA       BX=  9999999.0000 BY=  9999999.0000 BZ=  9999999.0000
Mount=ORBI  Axis offset=  0.0000 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0951,  -63.6    0.0514,  147.1
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0967,  -58.7    0.0475,  142.8

Ant   1 = BR       BX= -2112065.2172 BY= -3705356.5012 BZ=  4726813.6637
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1290 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0064,  -80.8    0.0124,   -8.1
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0070,  -74.6    0.0099,   12.2
 
Ant   2 = EF       BX=  4033947.2477 BY=   486990.8022 BZ=  4900431.0021
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  0.0130 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.1075, -167.8    0.0816,  -58.6
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.1018, -172.5    0.0773,  -67.9
 
Ant   3 = HN       BX=  1446374.8529 BY= -4447939.6746 BZ=  4322306.1822
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1300 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0251,   82.1    0.0123,  166.2
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0266,   62.9    0.0100,  145.6
 
Ant   4 = KP       BX= -1995678.8518 BY= -5037317.6923 BZ=  3357328.0133
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1310 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0147,  116.9    0.0071, -117.7
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0140,  108.3    0.0098, -159.9
 
Ant   5 = LA       BX= -1449752.5943 BY= -4975298.5702 BZ=  3709123.8339
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1310 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0179, -145.4    0.0062,  -25.2
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0180, -155.0    0.0022,  -32.7
 
Ant   6 = NL       BX=  -130872.5110 BY= -4762317.0886 BZ=  4226850.9930
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1300 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0240, -108.2    0.0363,  -25.8
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0201,  -94.3    0.0364,  -26.8
 
Ant   7 = OV       BX= -2409150.4168 BY= -4478573.1104 BZ=  3838617.3305
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1300 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0113,   39.8    0.0192,   79.6
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0117,   14.1    0.0221,   73.8
 
Ant   8 = PT       BX= -1640953.9498 BY= -5014816.0207 BZ=  3575411.7781
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1370 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0112,  170.8    0.0143,   10.7
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0103,  174.1    0.0111,   19.0

Ant   9 = MH       BX=  2892584.8330 BY=  1311715.6078 BZ=  5512640.1600
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0020 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0292,  160.6    0.0659,   31.6
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0398,  143.2    0.0438,   10.3
 
Ant  10 = ON       BX=  3370605.7892 BY=   711917.7337 BZ=  5349830.9127
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0080 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0329, -129.5    0.0482,  -28.2
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0316, -121.8    0.0464,  -28.0
 
Ant  11 = SV       BX=  2730173.6569 BY=  1562442.8028 BZ=  5529969.1538
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0070 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0446,  110.8    0.0363,   66.1
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0448,  114.0    0.0381,   66.4
 
Ant  12 = ZC       BX=  3451207.5231 BY=  3060375.4371 BZ=  4391915.0684
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset= -0.0080 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0644,   91.2    0.0834, -109.7
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0820,   48.4    0.0677, -116.0
 
Ant  13 = MC       BX=  4461369.6800 BY=   919597.1425 BZ=  4449559.3934
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  1.8270 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0000,    0.0    0.0000,    0.0
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0000,    0.0    0.0000,    0.0
 
Ant  14 = MK       BX= -5464075.1933 BY= -2495248.0494 BZ=  2148297.3837
Mount=ALAZ  Axis offset=  2.1340 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0192, -138.5    0.0314,  -58.8
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0158, -122.4    0.0347,  -58.5
 
Ant  15 = RA       BX=  9999999.0000 BY=  9999999.0000 BZ=  9999999.0000
Mount=ORBI  Axis offset=  0.0000 meters    IFA               IFB
Feed polarization type =                    R                 L
Lin. approx. IF(  1) as amp, phase =  0.0951,  -63.6    0.0514,  147.1
Lin. approx. IF(  2) as amp, phase =  0.0967,  -58.7    0.0475,  142.8

D-terms for RadioAstron are particularly 
consistent across IFs, and show an amplitude 
below 9% for RCP and below 5% for LCP.

Confirmation of RadioAstron polarization
capabilities at 22 GHz
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First polarization Space-VLBI image
at 22 GHzBL Lac 11 Nov. 201322 GHz

FWHM: 33 μas

Achieved angular resolution:
   FWHM:  0.296x0.033 mas

using uniform weighting with no amplitude 
error weighting. Achieved 5σ sensitivity of 
20 mJy/beam.

Highest angular resolution polarization 
image obtained to date: 33 μas
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BL Lac11 Nov. 2013

22 GHz

FWHM: 59 μas

Image with uniform weighting provides an 
angular resolution of 

   FWHM:  0.343x0.059 mas
and a 5σ sensitivity of 4 mJy/beam in total 
intensity and 7 mJy/beam in polarization.

Achieved angular resolution:
   FWHM:  0.296x0.033 mas

using uniform weighting with no amplitude 
error weighting. Achieved 5σ sensitivity of 
20 mJy/beam.

Highest angular resolution polarization 
image obtained to date: 33 μas

First polarization Space-VLBI image
at 22 GHz
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• Total intensity shows a highly 
b e n t s t r u c t u r e i n t h e 
innermost 0.5 mas.

• Highest resolution in the 
direction of the jet.

Total Intensity Polarization

• Two components.
• Core EVPAs perpendicular 

to the jet direction.
• Component with aligned 

EVPAs

m=5%

m=13%
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Figure 3. R.A.–Decl. tracks for the components, relative to the core at (0, 0).
The circle at r = 0.25 mas is for convenience. The cluster of black points is
component 7, which we identify as a recollimation shock. The E–W uncertainty
is ±0.1 mas. The dashed line at P.A. = −166.◦6 is an axis that connects the
core and the mean of component 7. The solid black triangles are for the 43 GHz
component S10. See text.

the observing frequency, since it is usually regarded as the
photosphere (i.e., the τ ≈ 1 region in a smoothly varying
jet; see e.g., Sokolovsky et al. 2011; O’Sullivan & Gabuzda
2009b, Kovalev et al. 2008). The measured core shift in BL
Lac, between 8 and 15 GHz, is of order 50 µas (Pushkarev et al.
2012). Further, the core may prove to be a compound structure
when viewed at a shorter wavelength, with more resolution and
less opacity. This is the case for BL Lac, as we now show.

Independent 43 GHz VLBA observations of BL Lac were
made by J05 and by MD05 over partly overlapping intervals
between 1998 and 2003. Jorstad et al. (2005) show that BL
Lac had three permanent components in the inner region: the
43 GHz core itself and two components to the south, labeled
A1 and A2 (see J05, Figure 16). Mutel & Denn (2005) obtain a
similar result; they see the same three components and call them
C1, C2, and C3. S03 call the two northern components C1 and
C2. To avoid confusion we will exclusively use the designations
A0, A1, and A2 for the 43-GHz components, to refer to the core
and the two components labeled A1 and A2 by J05. At 43 GHz
A1 is substantially stronger than A0. We assume that A0 is the
43 GHz core of BL Lac, and A1 and A2 are stationary shocks
in the jet. It is unlikely that A1 is the core and A0 is part of a
counter-jet, because the Lorentz factor of the beam is of order 3
or more, and therefore there is an expected ratio of 103 or more
between the flux densities of the jet and the counter-jet.

Jorstad et al. (2005) list the separations of A1 and A2 from
A0 as 0.10 and 0.29 mas, respectively (J05, Table 5). S03 show
that the P.A. from A0 to A1 is variable, between about −153◦

and −190◦. It was this swing in P.A. that led them to suggest a

Figure 4. Position angle vs. epoch for component 7.

periodicity. At 15 GHz, the angular resolution of the VLBA is
insufficient to separate A0 and A1, and together they form the
core at 15 GHz. The variable P.A. between A0 and A1, however,
does mean that the 15 GHz core moves on the sky. The motion
depends on the 15 GHz flux density ratio between A0 and A1;
this is unknown, but at 43 GHz A1 is substantially stronger than
A0 (J05, MD05). In any event, the position shift will mainly be
in the R.A. direction and the sky motion will be !60 µas y−1.
This is consistent with the proper motion measured at 8 GHz
from 1994 to 1998: 20.4 ± 6.6 µas yr−1, at P.A. = −16 ± 16◦

(Moór et al. 2011). The accuracy of our position measurements
is estimated to be ±0.1 mas, so we ignore the possible shifts in
the apparent core position.

2.2. The Quasi-Stationary Component

At 15 GHz BL Lac contains a quasi-stationary component,
C7, seen in Figure 2 at about 0.26 mas from the core. In Figure 3,
an R.A.–Decl. plot, C7 is seen as the tight cluster of points with
a centroid at r = 0.26 mas and a position angle P.A. = −166.◦6.
This is close to the location of the 43 GHz component A2 from
its core, r = 0.29 mas, P.A. ≈ −166◦. We therefore identify C7
with the 43 GHz component A2. The small difference in radius
at the two frequencies can be attributed to the compound nature
of the core as described above.

The 15 GHz restoring beam of the VLBA for BL Lac,
calculated with naturally weighted data, is roughly 0.9×0.6 mas
(FWHM) at P.A. = −9◦, so that the separation between the
core and C7 is less than the beam size. Such super-resolution
generally leads to a non-unique model, whose utility depends
on the SNR and on the true level of complication in the field. In
our case the SNR is high, and from the 43-GHz observations we
know that there is only a small number of compact components
in the field. Hence we have an apriori case that superresolution
is reasonable. We also justify our superresolution by the good
agreement for the positions of components C7 and A2 at 15 and
43 GHz.

In Figure 4 we show the P.A. of C7 relative to the core as a
function of time. The P.A. is stable after about 2009.5, and the
scatter there is an indication of the noise in the measurements,
which appears to be about ±3◦. There is no periodicity that is
apparent on scales from 1 to 12 yr, but longer periods are not
excluded. MD05 (their Figure 3) show the combined S03 and
MD05 data at 43 GHz for the P.A. close to the core. Their data
closely match ours for the overlap period, 1999.0–2002.0, with a
lag of a few months for the 15 GHz data. This good agreement is
further justification for superresolution, and for using ±0.1 mas
as a conservative estimate of the error in the positions of the
components.

4

Cohen et al. (2014a,b)

• Comparison with Cohen et al. (2014a,b) 
observations reveals that our component at 
0.3 mas corresponds to their C7.

• C7 is identify by Cohen et al. (2014a,b) as a 
recollimation shock.

Recollimation 
shock

• Our RadioAstron observations reveal that C7 has 
a polarization orthogonal to the core, and aligned 
with the jet direction.
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Figure 3. R.A.–Decl. tracks for the components, relative to the core at (0, 0).
The circle at r = 0.25 mas is for convenience. The cluster of black points is
component 7, which we identify as a recollimation shock. The E–W uncertainty
is ±0.1 mas. The dashed line at P.A. = −166.◦6 is an axis that connects the
core and the mean of component 7. The solid black triangles are for the 43 GHz
component S10. See text.

the observing frequency, since it is usually regarded as the
photosphere (i.e., the τ ≈ 1 region in a smoothly varying
jet; see e.g., Sokolovsky et al. 2011; O’Sullivan & Gabuzda
2009b, Kovalev et al. 2008). The measured core shift in BL
Lac, between 8 and 15 GHz, is of order 50 µas (Pushkarev et al.
2012). Further, the core may prove to be a compound structure
when viewed at a shorter wavelength, with more resolution and
less opacity. This is the case for BL Lac, as we now show.

Independent 43 GHz VLBA observations of BL Lac were
made by J05 and by MD05 over partly overlapping intervals
between 1998 and 2003. Jorstad et al. (2005) show that BL
Lac had three permanent components in the inner region: the
43 GHz core itself and two components to the south, labeled
A1 and A2 (see J05, Figure 16). Mutel & Denn (2005) obtain a
similar result; they see the same three components and call them
C1, C2, and C3. S03 call the two northern components C1 and
C2. To avoid confusion we will exclusively use the designations
A0, A1, and A2 for the 43-GHz components, to refer to the core
and the two components labeled A1 and A2 by J05. At 43 GHz
A1 is substantially stronger than A0. We assume that A0 is the
43 GHz core of BL Lac, and A1 and A2 are stationary shocks
in the jet. It is unlikely that A1 is the core and A0 is part of a
counter-jet, because the Lorentz factor of the beam is of order 3
or more, and therefore there is an expected ratio of 103 or more
between the flux densities of the jet and the counter-jet.

Jorstad et al. (2005) list the separations of A1 and A2 from
A0 as 0.10 and 0.29 mas, respectively (J05, Table 5). S03 show
that the P.A. from A0 to A1 is variable, between about −153◦

and −190◦. It was this swing in P.A. that led them to suggest a
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periodicity. At 15 GHz, the angular resolution of the VLBA is
insufficient to separate A0 and A1, and together they form the
core at 15 GHz. The variable P.A. between A0 and A1, however,
does mean that the 15 GHz core moves on the sky. The motion
depends on the 15 GHz flux density ratio between A0 and A1;
this is unknown, but at 43 GHz A1 is substantially stronger than
A0 (J05, MD05). In any event, the position shift will mainly be
in the R.A. direction and the sky motion will be !60 µas y−1.
This is consistent with the proper motion measured at 8 GHz
from 1994 to 1998: 20.4 ± 6.6 µas yr−1, at P.A. = −16 ± 16◦

(Moór et al. 2011). The accuracy of our position measurements
is estimated to be ±0.1 mas, so we ignore the possible shifts in
the apparent core position.

2.2. The Quasi-Stationary Component

At 15 GHz BL Lac contains a quasi-stationary component,
C7, seen in Figure 2 at about 0.26 mas from the core. In Figure 3,
an R.A.–Decl. plot, C7 is seen as the tight cluster of points with
a centroid at r = 0.26 mas and a position angle P.A. = −166.◦6.
This is close to the location of the 43 GHz component A2 from
its core, r = 0.29 mas, P.A. ≈ −166◦. We therefore identify C7
with the 43 GHz component A2. The small difference in radius
at the two frequencies can be attributed to the compound nature
of the core as described above.

The 15 GHz restoring beam of the VLBA for BL Lac,
calculated with naturally weighted data, is roughly 0.9×0.6 mas
(FWHM) at P.A. = −9◦, so that the separation between the
core and C7 is less than the beam size. Such super-resolution
generally leads to a non-unique model, whose utility depends
on the SNR and on the true level of complication in the field. In
our case the SNR is high, and from the 43-GHz observations we
know that there is only a small number of compact components
in the field. Hence we have an apriori case that superresolution
is reasonable. We also justify our superresolution by the good
agreement for the positions of components C7 and A2 at 15 and
43 GHz.

In Figure 4 we show the P.A. of C7 relative to the core as a
function of time. The P.A. is stable after about 2009.5, and the
scatter there is an indication of the noise in the measurements,
which appears to be about ±3◦. There is no periodicity that is
apparent on scales from 1 to 12 yr, but longer periods are not
excluded. MD05 (their Figure 3) show the combined S03 and
MD05 data at 43 GHz for the P.A. close to the core. Their data
closely match ours for the overlap period, 1999.0–2002.0, with a
lag of a few months for the 15 GHz data. This good agreement is
further justification for superresolution, and for using ±0.1 mas
as a conservative estimate of the error in the positions of the
components.
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Figure 16. Position Angle versus Epoch for the RCS at 15 and 43 GHz, and
for the Ridge Line at r ≈ 1 mas. Epoch a represents the advected start of
Wave D; see text.

of the galaxy. When t ′ = 1 yr the signal from the origin will
have traveled 1 ly down the z axis, towards the observer. Also
at t ′ = 1 the beacon has moved from the origin to the point
(η,ζ) = (βtr,βbeam) where βtr is the transverse speed, and βbeam
is the longitudinal speed of the beam, both in the frame of the
galaxy. At this point the beacon emits a second signal that also
travels at the speed of light. In the z-direction, this signal trails
the first one by (1−βgalbeam cosθ) years. The apparent transverse
speed of the beacon in the direction perpendicular to the jet,
in the galaxy frame, is then

βapp,tr =
βtr

(1−βgalbeamcosθ)
(2)

βapp,tr is to be differentiated from the apparent speed βapp com-
monly used in studies of superluminal motion, which is the
apparent speed along the jet, projected on the sky. Note the
close relation between Equations 1 and 2. Equation 2 can be
inverted to find βtr, a lower limit to the transverse speed.
For Wave A in Figure 7 we estimate a transverse speed

at r ∼ 2 mas by taking the transverse motion as 0.5 mas
and the time interval as (2000.57− 1999.41) yr, giving µtr ≈
0.43 mas yr−1 and βapp,tr = 1.9 and, from Equation 2 with
θ = 6◦ and Γjet = 3.5 (Paper I), βgaltr ∼ 0.09 This is non-
relativistic and consistent with our assumption that we are
dealing with a low-amplitude wave.

5. EXCITATION OF THEWAVES
We suggested in Paper I that Component 7 is a recollima-

tion shock, and that the fast components emanate from it. If
this is correct, then the RCS should be a nozzle and its orien-
tation should dictate the direction of the jet. In this Section
we investigate this possibility. We first note that it is not pos-
sible to make a detailed mapping between the P.A. of the RCS
and the later wave shape, for two reasons. First, the algorithm
for the ridge line smooths over 3 pixels (0.3 mas), and thus
smooths over any sharp features in the advected pattern. The
second reason is more speculative. Our conjecture is that the
wave is launched by plasma flowing through the nozzle and
moving close to ballistically until its direction is changed by a
swing in the P.A. of the nozzle. But tension in the jet continu-
ally pulls it towards the axis, and this means that it will bend,
and that small-scale features will be stretched out and made
smooth.
We start by comparing the P.A. of the RCS with the P.A.

of the downstream ridge line at r = 1 mas. Figure 16 shows
the P.A. of the RCS measured at 15 GHz and at 43 GHz. The
latter is calculated from data kindly provided by the Boston

University VLBI group. We followed the conclusion found in
Paper I, that the 15 GHz core is a blend of the first two 43 GHz
components and that the 15 GHz component 7 is the RCS, as
is the third 43 GHz component. We calculated the centroid of
the first two 43 GHz components, to find an approximate po-
sition for the 15 GHz core, and then calculated the P.A. of the
43 GHz RCS from that centroid. The result is shown in Fig-
ure 16. We eliminated one discrepant point at 43 GHz, which
was separated by about 20◦ from nearby 43 GHz points, and
one discrepant point at 15 GHz. The correspondence between
the two frequencies is generally good, especially after 2005.0
where the agreement is typically within 3◦. This further jus-
tifies our claim (Paper I) that the the location of this compo-
nent is independent of frequency, and that it is a recollimation
shock.
Figure 16 also contains the P.A. of the 15 GHz ridge line,

close to r = 1.0 mas. After 2005.0 the ridge P.A. lags the
RCS P.A., by roughly 0.6 to 1.5 yr. After 2010 the P.A. of
the RCS and the ridge line stabilizes and the variations, with
rms amplitude about 3◦, may mainly be noise. Prior to 2005.0
the variations are faster and stronger and the lag is erratic; in
places there appears to be no lag but in 2003 it is about 0.5 y.
It is clear, however, that the general character of the behavior
of the ridge line is closely coupled to that of the RCS. When
the RCS is swinging rapidly and strongly, as before 2005, then
so also is the ridge at 1 mas, with little or no lag. When the
RCS is swinging more slowly, then the ridge at 1 mas is also
swinging slowly, and after 2010.0 they both are stable, with
only small motions that may be dominated by measurement
errors.
We conjecture that the large transverse waves on the ridge

are excited by the swinging in P.A. of the RCS. Consider
Wave A, seen in Figure 7. Its crest lies close to line B and
moves downstream at 0.92 mas yr−1. In 1999.37 the crest is
at about r = 1.2 mas and at 0.92 mas yr−1 would have been at
the RCS (r = 0.25 mas) around 1998.3. This is in a data gap
at 15 GHz, but at 43 GHz there was a peak in P.A. in mid- or
late-1998. Given that in 1999 the time lag between the RCS
and the ridge at 1 mas apparently was much less than 1 yr,
the association between the peak in the RCS P.A. in 1998 and
the crest of Wave A is plausible. The fall in P.A. in 1999 and
2000 is seen as the arrow C in Figure 7, and it corresponds
to the upstream side of Wave A. The downstream side is the
advected rise in P.A. of the RCS from mid-1997 to the peak in
mid-or late 1998. The P.A. of the RCS fell from mid-1996 to
mid-1997, and we might expect that there was a correspond-
ing crest to the east on Wave A, about 1 mas downstream of
the main crest to the west. In fact several of the earliest ridge
lines in Figure 7 do show a minor crest to the east at about
r = 3.2 mas, which is 2 mas, or 2 years at 0.92 mas y−1 down-
stream of the main crest to the west. A substantial acceleration
in the wave speed would be needed for this to match. In any
event, we cannot speculate usefully on this because it takes
place beyond 3 mas, where there is a general bend to the east
at all epochs. We conclude that a plausible association can
be made between the large swing west then east of the RCS
between 1998.0 and 2000.1, and Wave A that has a large crest
to the west.
A similar connection can be made for Wave D, seen in Fig-

ure 10 in 2005–2006. It can plausibly be attributed to the large
swing to the east of the RCS that started in 2003 or 2004 and
continued into 2005. This wave does not have a crest as Wave
A does, but a crude analysis can be made as follows. Assume
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Figure 6. Coordinate system. The sagittal plane is defined as the plane con-
taining the LOS and the mean jet axis; see text.

Some of the panels in Figure 2 show disturbances that ap-
pear to move down the jet, and at other epochs the jet is fairly
quiet. We now consider several of the disturbances in detail,
starting with the structures seen in Figure 2, panel (b).

4. WAVES ON THE RIDGE LINES
Figure 7 is an expanded view of Figure 2, panel (b). It

includes ridge lines for 14 consecutive epochs over a period of
about 1.6 yr. Beyond 1 mas the early epochs (solid lines) show
the jet bending to the SE. Later epochs show the bend farther
downstream, and at 2000.31 and later the jet bends to the SW
before bending SE. We anticipate a result from Section 4.2
and draw vector A at P.A. = −167◦ across the tracks. The
intersections of vector A with the tracks are shown in the inset
in Figure 7. The velocity implied by the line in the inset is
close to 1 mas yr−1 or βapp ≈ 4.2. The pattern on the ridge
line is moving downstream at nearly constant velocity. We
consider three possible explanations for this.
1) We see the projection of a conical pattern due to a ballis-

tic flow from a swinging nozzle, like water from a hose. The
argument against this is that line B in Figure 7 is parallel to
vector A and approximately tangent to the western crest; this
line is not radial from the core as it would be if it were a bal-
listic flow. In Figure 2 all the panels except (a), (b), and (e)
show clearly that the flow is constrained to lie in a cylinder,
not a cone.
2) The moving pattern is due to a helical kink instability

that is advected downstream with the flow. In the kink the
field is stretched out and becomes irregular and may no longer
be dominated by the toroidal component (Nakamura & Meier
2004; Mizuno, Hardee, & Nishikawa 2014), especially when
averaged over the VLBI resolution beam. This should reduce
the fractional polarization substantially, and could produce an
EVPA normal to the wave crest in Figure 7 rather than lon-
gitudinal. But in BL Lac the fractional polarization remains
high and the field remains longitudinal, along the bend. In
Figure 8 we show the polarization image for one of the epochs
for the large wave shown later in Figure 10. Figure 8 is taken
from the MOJAVE website12; see also O’Sullivan & Gabuzda
(2009). In Figure 8 the linear polarization fraction p is indi-
cated by the color bar, and in the right-hand figure tick marks
show the EVPA corrected for the Galactic Faraday Rotation.

Figure 7. Ridge lines for BL Lac at 15 GHz, for 14 epochs between 1999.37
and 2000.99. Below Dec = −2 mas, the displacement in space corresponds
to a displacement in time, and the inset shows the points where the vector
A crosses the ridge lines – the ordinate is distance along the vector A. The
velocity in the A direction is 0.92 mas yr−1 at P.A. = −167◦; the arrow itself
represents the propagation vector that is derived in the text. The offset straight
line B is parallel to the propagation vector. It is approximately tangent to the
wave crests, and so the wave has constant amplitude as it moves to the SW.
The short arrow C shows a swing of the jet from west to east in early 2000;
see text Section 5. The point b shows the characteristic point on the 2000.57
line where the slope changes; see text Section 4.2. Colors are as in Figure 2.

The EVPA is nearly parallel to the jet out to about 5 mas,
and p is high on the ridge, up to ∼ 30% except near the core
and in a slice at 2 mas where it drops to p = 15%. This drop
presumably is due to the blending of orthogonally polarized
components at the bend in the jet, where the EVPA changes.
We think it likely that the EVPA and fractional polarization
data preclude the identification of the structures seen in Fig-
ure 7 as an advected kink instability.
3) The moving patterns are transverse MHD waves; i.e.,

Alfvén waves. For this to be possible the plasma must be
dynamically dominated by a helical magnetic field. This con-
dition for the jet of a BL Lac has been suggested many times,
see e.g., Gabuzda, Murray & Cronin (2004), Meier (2013).
Note that we implicitly assumed the helical, strong-field case
in discussing the kink instability, in the preceding paragraph,
and we also assumed it in Paper I. Thus, we assume that the
moving pattern under vector A in Figure 7 is an Alfvén wave,
with velocity ∼ 1 mas yr−1.
In Figure 7 a second wave is seen between r = 1 and r = 2

mas, where the ridge lines for epochs 2000.31 and later bend
to the SW. The two waves in Figure 7 can be thought of as
one wave with a crest to the west. This wave is generated by
a swing of the nozzle to the west followed by a swing back to
the east about 2 years later, as discussed below in Section 5.
The 1999-2000wave is displayed in a different form in Fig-

Cohen et al. (2014a,b)

• Comparison with Cohen et al. (2014a,b) 
observations reveals that our component at 
0.3 mas corresponds to their C7.

• C7 is identify by Cohen et al. (2014a,b) as a 
recollimation shock.

Recollimation 
shock

• Our RadioAstron observations reveal that C7 has 
a polarization orthogonal to the core, and aligned 
with the jet direction.

• C7 swings in position angle, triggering Alfvén 
waves in the jet ridge line, like waves on a whip.
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Comparison with other wavebands:
• Q-band: Due to technical reasons 

polarization data only available for 6 VLBA 
antennas: BR, HN, KP, LA, NL, PT.

• U-band: Similar situation, with only 7 VLBA 
antennas: BR, HN, KP, LA, NL, OV, PT.

22 GHz
11 Nov. 2013
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Opacity and Faraday rotation analysis 
performed through comparison with BU and 
MOJAVE data.

BL Lac
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BL Lac11 Nov. 2013
K-band

RadioAstron VLBA-BU-BLAZAR

43 GHz
18 Nov. 2013

22 GHz
11 Nov. 2013

FWHM: 59 μas FWHM: 160 μas
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BL Lac11 Nov. 2013
K-band

VLBA-BU-BLAZAR

43 GHz
18 Nov. 2013

RadioAstron

22 GHz
11 Nov. 2013

Maps at same angular resolution
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Jet optically thin

RadioAstron VLBA-BU-BLAZAR

22 GHz 43 GHz

Spectral index

Core moderately 
thick with α≃0.12
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MOJAVE RadioAstron

15 GHz 22 GHz15-12-2013 11-11-2013

Maps at same resolution

Map comparison across 15, 22, and 43 GHz for RM analysis
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MOJAVE RadioAstron VLBA-BU-BLAZAR

15 GHz 22 GHz
43 GHz

15-12-2013 11-11-2013 18-11-2013

Map comparison across 15, 22, and 43 GHz for RM analysis
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Preliminar Faraday rotation analysis
• Core region shows a gradient in RM, 

decreasing in the jet direction. Values 
change from ~ - 1800 rad/m2 to -300 rad/m2

• Jet shows RM ~ - 500 rad/m2RM ~ -300 rad/m2

RM ~ -500 rad/m2

Comparison with dedicated 3mm GMVA 
observations (PI Marscher) is underway.

RM ~ -1800 rad/m2

Preliminar image
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Summary

• Six RadioAstron observations carried out within our 
polarization KSP during AO-1. Continued 
observations throughout AO-2.
• First successful test polarization observations at L-

band, showing small instrumental polarization, 
confirming RA polarization imaging capabilities.

0642+449  — 9 March 2013

1.6 GHzFWHM: 1 mas
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Summary

• Six RadioAstron observations carried out within our 
polarization KSP during AO-1. Continued 
observations throughout AO-2.
• First successful test polarization observations at L-

band, showing small instrumental polarization, 
confirming RA polarization imaging capabilities.
• Observations of BL Lac at L-band with detections 

up to 6 DEarth, providing first polarization 1.6 GHz 
space-VLBI image with 0.4 mas resolution.

BL Lac  — Sep. 29, 2013

Preliminar

1.6 GHz

FWHM: 0.4 mas
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Summary

• Six RadioAstron observations carried out within our 
polarization KSP during AO-1. Continued 
observations throughout AO-2.
• First successful test polarization observations at L-

band, showing small instrumental polarization, 
confirming RA polarization imaging capabilities.
• Observations of BL Lac at L-band with detections 

up to 6 DEarth, providing first polarization 1.6 GHz 
space-VLBI image with 0.4 mas resolution.
• First successful space-VLBI polar imetr ic 

observations at 22 GHz, revealing the innermost 
magnetic field structure in BL Lac with an angular 
resolution of 33 μas, best to date.

RadioAstron allows polarization imaging with 
angular resolutions of ≲30 μas

• Preliminary science analysis through comparison 
with ground observations (BU, MOJAVE). Further 
comparison with dedicated GMVA observations.

BL Lac

11 Nov. 2013
22 GHz

FWHM: 33 μas


